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SYMBOLS
jet exit area, ft 2
butt line, measured from model centerline, in.
Ap
pressure coefficient, T / 2Aj
pressure coefficient induced in outer regions
maximum pressure coefficient in fountain impingement region
maximum negative pressure coefficient induced in suckdown region
average pressure coefficient induced by an equivalent single jet
Average pressure coefficient induced out of ground effect
jet diameter, ft
equivalent diameter of total jet area, ft
half-distance between jets, ft
height of planform above ground, ft
factor used in calculating out-of-ground-effect lift loss
factor used in calculating fountain lift
factor used in calculating pitching moment arm
factor used in calculating suckdown increment
net induced lift, lb
jet-induced lift loss out of ground effect, lb
fountain lift, lb
induced suckdown, Ib
forward jet-induced suckdown, lb
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aft jet-induced suckdown, lb
lift loss induced by an equivalent single jet, lb
lift improvement devices
Pitching moment increment induced out of ground effect, ft lb
net jet-induced pitching moment, ft lb
pitching moment increment due to fountain lift, ft lb
pitching moment increment due to suckdown, ft lb
jet nozzle pressure ratio
jet-induced pressure, lb/ft 2
total planform area, ft 2
area on which fountain pressures are felt, ft 2
area forward or aft of midpoint between the jets, ft2
area of outboard suckdown region, ft 2
area of inboard suckdown region (under vortex-like flow), ft2
total jet thrust, lb
half-width of fountain impingement region, ft
distance from moment reference point to center of total planform, positive forward of
moment reference point, ft
distance from moment reference point to center of fountain lift, positive forward of
moment reference point, ft
distance from moment reference point to center of forward lift loss, positive forward
of moment reference point, ft
distance from moment reference point to center of aft lift loss, positive forward of
moment reference point, ft
iv
w/e
Y
Subscripts
f
calc
ratio of body half-width to half-distance between jets for configurations where the jets
are outside the planform. For configurations where the jets are contained within the
planform w/e = 1.0
half-width of planform at point midway between jets, ft
front jet or forward suckdown region
rear jet or aft suckdown region
calculated value
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ON THE ESTIMATION OF JET-INDUCED FOUNTAIN LIFT AND
ADDITIONAL SUCKDOWN IN HOVER FOR TWO-JET
CONFIGURATIONS
Richard E. Kuhn,* David C. Bellavia, Victor R. Corsiglia, and Douglas A. Wardwell
Ames Research Center
SUMMARY
Currently available methods for estimating the net suckdown induced on jet V/STOL aircraft
hovering in ground effect are based on a correlation of available force data and are therefore limited
to configurations similar to those in the data base. Experience with some of these configurations has
shown that both the fountain lift and additional suckdown are overestimated but these effects cancel
each other for configurations within the data base. For other configurations these effects may not
cancel and the net suckdown could be grossly overestimated or underestimated. Also, present meth-
ods do not include the prediction of the pitching moments associated with the suckdown induced in
ground effect.
The present study begins an attempt to develop a more logically based method for estimating the
fountain lift and suckdown based on the jet-induced pressures. The present analysis is based primar-
ily on the data from a related family of three two-jet configurations (all using the same jet spacing)
and limited data from two other two-jet configurations.
This report presents the current status of the method, which includes expressions for estimating
the maximum pressure induced in the fountain region, the minimum pressures induced in the suck-
down regions, and the sizes of the fountain and suckdown regions. Correlating factors are developed
to be used with these areas and pressures to estimate the fountain lift, the suckdown, and the related
pitching moment increments.
INTRODUCTION
When the jets from a powered lift VTOL aircraft impinge on the ground, a wall jet is formed on
the ground which flows radially outward from the impingement point. This wall jet entrains air and
induces suction pressure on the lower surface of the aircraft, causing a download or suckdown. With
multiple jets the radial wall jets flowing outward from their respective impingement points meet and
form an upflow or "fountain" (fig. 1). The impingement of this fountain on the aircraft produces an
upload which partially offsets the suckdown created by the entrainment action of the wall jets.
Unfortunately, the fountain flow also induces a vortex-like flow between the fountain flow, as shown
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in figure 2 (ref. 1). These vortex-like flows induce higher suction pressures between the fountain and
the jets which produce an additional download.
A method for estimating the suckdown and fountain effects for multiple-jet configurations is pre-
sented in reference 2. This method is based on an empirical correlation of available force data. It has
been found that it overestimates both the fountain lift and the additional suckdown. However, these
effects appear to compensate each other and the estimate of the net suckdown is reasonably accurate
for most configurations.
The most serious deficiency of the present method is that it does not include a method to estimate
the pitching moments associated with the jet-induced lifts in ground effect.
The NASA Ames Research Center has undertaken a program to obtain a database of jet-induced
lift, pitching moment, and pressure distribution data that will provide the basis for a more complete
and logically based method. References 3 and 4 present the ftrst data from that program. The present
paper begins the process of developing the estimating method.
BASIS OF OLD METHOD
At the time of the development of the method of reference 2, only force test data were available.
(The pressure distribution data of reference 1 existed but reference 1 was not found in the library
search.) It was recognized that the fountain would generate positive or lifting pressures between the
jets. Also, the force data showed that, for some multiple-jet configurations, the suckdown was
greater than would be generated by an equivalent single jet. However, the mechanism that generated
this additional suckdown and the distribution of the additional suction pressures were unknown.
The assumptions about the flow fields at the time of the development of reference 2, in effect
included the assumption that the pressure distribution induced on a twin-jet configuration would look
like that shown in the middle of figure 3(a). The method of reference 2 assumed that the net lift loss
is made up of four terms, as shown at the bottom of figure 3(a.) These terms are: the base loss
induced out of ground effect (refs. 5 and 6), the suckdown induced by an equivalent single jet
(ref. 7), the lift increment imparted by the impingement of the fountain flow, and the additional
suckdown induced by the multiple jets. Thus,
-_-= + + +-_
The primary challenge in developing the method of reference 2 was to develop expressions for
estimating the fountain and additional suckdown contributions. A theoretical approach to the foun-
tain lift is presented in reference 8. Unfortunately, this theory contains constants and exponents that
must be empirically evaluated. In order to evaluate these, the first assumption in reference 2 was that
the additional suckdown was due to the additional entrainment area represented by the fountain and
modellowersurfaceareaasdepictedin figure3(b).A suckdownwascalculatedfor theunfoldedsur-
faceandsubtractedfrom theincrementdueto multiplejets to obtainafountainincrementfor usein
evaluatingtheconstantandexponentfor thetheoryof reference8. Thevaluesthusobtained
appearedreasonableatthegreaterheightsandthesewereadoptedfor themethod.Thefountain
increments,thuspredictedbythemethodderivedfromreference8, weresubtractedfrom themulti-
jet incremento obtainanewadditionalsuckdownincrement.Thisadditionalsuckdownincrement
wasthencorrelatedwith thegeometryof theconfigurationto developtheexpressionfor estimating
theadditionalsuckdown.Themethod, thus derived, tends to overestimate both the fountain lift and
the additional suckdown. These effects tend to cancel for configurations within the data base but not
for others.
A better approach to evaluating the fountain lift and additional multi-jet suckdown would be
to evaluate the pressures induced on the lower surface. Unfortunately, until the data of references 3
and 4 were obtained, only two very limited sets of pressure data of this type were available
(refs. 1 and 9).
APPROACH TO REVISED METHOD
The bulk of this analysis is based on the data from reference 4 which presents lift, moment, and pres-
sure distribution data on the three configurations shown in figure 4. (The principle dimensions of the
models are presented in table 1.) These models (fig. 4) were fiat plate representations of the plan-
forms. Data were obtained through a range of heights and nozzle pressure ratios. Typical pressure
distributions measured on the lower surface are presented in figures 5-7. (The inlet system used in
the hot gas ingestion part of the investigation was removed when these pressure distributions were
obtained.)
Limited pressures were also measured on the upper surface of the configuration and are pre-
sented in figures 5(e), 6(d), and 7(d). The downflow induced by the wall jets flowing outward from
the impingement points of each jet should produce a slight positive pressure over the inner portion of
the upper surface. However, these positive pressures were too small to measure with the instrumen-
tation used. The data show that a low level of suction pressure is induced on the upper surface near
the edge of the configuration as the flow is accelerated around the edge of the plate. These suction
pressures tend to offset the suckdown. An integration of these pressures shows that the lift loss
would be reduced by less than 0.5 percent of the thrust. The positive pressures that must be present
over the inner region would tend to reduce this increment even further. The upper surface pressures
were therefore ignored when integrating the pressures to obtain the fountain lift and suckdown
increments used in the present analysis.
The limited data available in references 1 and 9 were also considered in developing the method.
All the pressure distribution data available from reference 1 are presented in figure 2, and typical
data from reference 9 are presented in figure 8.
Initially it was assumed (1) that the pressures induced on the outer regions of the plan.form
(furthest from the jets and fountain) would asymptote to those that would be induced by an equiva-
lent single jet, and (2) that the fountain lift could be obtained by integrating those pressures above
the average level that would be induced by the equivalent single jet as depicted at the top of figure 9.
However, it was found, as shown in figure 9, that close to the ground the suction pressures induced
by these two-jet configurations in the outer regions are much less negative than would be induced by
an equivalent single jet. This result suggests that the fountain and associated vortex-like flows
between the jet and the fountain are in some way reducing the entrainment action of the outboard
wall jet. Attempts to develop a simple way to relate the pressure in the outer region to the equivalent
single-jet pressure were unsuccessful and it was decided to leave the increment due to an equivalent
single-jet suckdown out of the method.
In its present form, the method assumes that the induced lift is made up of the base loss out of
ground effect, the fountain lift, the suckdown induced forward of the fountain region, and the suck-
down induced aft of the fountain region. And that the pitching moment can be estimated by summing
the products of these lift increments multiplied by their respective arms. Thus,
AI. Zkl.,4, ALs f Al_s,r
"T--= -"_-+--_-+-"'_'_ T
and
AM AL** X** ALl Xf ALs,f Xs,f ALs,r Xs, r
Td e = T d e _- T d e + T d e _" T d e
The definition of key factors and symbols and the expressions for key terms in the method are
presented in figure 10. The development of expressions for each of these terms is presented in the
following sections. The principal geometric parameters used in the method are presented in table 1
for each of the five configurations used in developing the method. In its present form the method is
limited to configurations with two circular vertical jets.
LIFT LOSS OUT OF GROUND EFFECT
When hovering out of ground effect the jets supporting the aircraft entrain air and lower the
pressure on the surface of the aircraft. The basic investigations of the out-of-ground-effect lift loss
are presented in references 5 and 6. These studies covered nozzle pressure ratios up to about 2.5. The
studies of references 3 and 4 extended the data base to nozzle pressure ratios up to 6 and showed that
at these higher pressure ratios the reduction in induced lift loss was less than indicated by previous
studies. Thus, the exponent to which the NPR is raised in the expression for estimating lift loss out
of ground effect must be changed. Also, these data showed that the size of the chamber in which
tests were conducted affects the results. The out-of-ground-effect lift loss was increased by testing in
too small a room.
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Onthebasisof latestdata,theexpressionfor thelift lossinducedout of groundeffectis givenby
_Aj_, de J
where K** is a factor that is a function of the size of the test cell
K** = -0.00010 for test in open air
K** = is -0.00015 for tests in the test cell of references 3 and 4
Out of ground effect, the pitching moment contribution is assumed to be given by the lift loss
acting at the center of area of the configuration. Thus
• AM. AL**X**
Tde T d e
where X,. is the distance from the center of area to the moment reference point. X** is positive
when the center of area is forward of the moment reference point
FOUNTAIN LIFT
The fountain lift, suckdown increments, and pitching moments were obtained from the data of
references 1, 4, and 9 by surface integration of the pressures induced on the models. The integration
of all positive pressures (above the level induced out of ground effect) provided the fountain incre-
ment and associated pitching moment and the integration of the negative pressures provided the
suckdown increments. The fountain increments thus obtained are plotted against K.T. Yen's (ref. 8)
height parameter in figure 11. Unfortunately, the data do not follow the trend expected but show a
very nonlinear variation even on a log plot.
The extremely rapid reduction of the fountain lift at the higher heights (lower values of e/(e + h))
is probably due to the highly turbulent nature of the fountain flow. Flow visualization studies have
shown that the fountain tends to "wave like a flag" and appears to have a finite height to which it can
penetrate. Further examination of the data indicate that both the pressures and the width of the foun-
tain region varied nonlinearly with height: the pressures decrease rapidly with height and the width
of the positive pressure region increases slowly with height.
Width of Fountain Pressure Region
The width of the fountain region was taken as the width at which the pressure coefficient went
through zero and is presented in figure 12. The width appears to be a function of the height to
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jet-spacingratio (h/eratio)up to aheightof about1.5timesthehalf-spacingbetweenthejets. At the
greaterheightsthepressurecoefficientsaresosmallthatit isdifficult to determinethewidthwith
anyprecision.Theavailabledataindicatesthatthewidth of thefountainregioncanbeestimatedby
Xo/e= 0.8(S/Aj )-0.21 (h/e)0"5 (w/e)
The term w/e is introduced to accommodate those configurations where the jets are outside the
plarLform, as in the configuration of reference 9. For configurations where the jets are contained
within the planform the value of w/e is taken as unity (w/e = 1.0).
Maximum Fountain Impingement Pressure
The maximum impingement pressure in the fountain region is plotted against Yen's height
parameter in figure 13. As noted above the fountain loses strength with height (low values of
e/(e + h)) and there is probably a height at which Cp,max goes to zero, however this height cannot be
determined with any accuracy from the available data. For the present method two expressions are
presented for estimating the maximum pressure in the fountain region; one for the lower height range
(e/(e + h) > 0.4) and another for the higher operating heights (e/(e + h) < 0.4).
Cp,max = 8(e/d)-2(S/Aj)-0"25(e/(e + h)) 3"3 for e/(e + h) > 0.4
Cp,ma x = 95(e/d)-2(S/Aj)-°'25(e/(e + h)) 6 for e/(e + h) < 0.4
These expressions have included a term (e/d) to account for jet spacing in an attempt to incorpo-
rate the data of reference 1 and 9. It will be noted (fig. 13(b)) that the resulting expression overesti-
mates the pressure for the configuration of reference 9 and slightly underestimates the pressure for
reference 1.
Estimation of Fountain Lift
If the pressures throughout the fountain impingement region were constant and equal to the
maximum, as presented in figure 13, the lift imparted would be simply the pressure increment mul-
tiplied by the area. In reality, the pressure is peaked at the center and drops off slightly toward the
edge of the planform (in the direction perpendicular to a line between the jets) and rapidly decreases
to zero in the direction of the jets. As depicted in figure 10 the present method assumes that the
fountain lift is given by
ALf/T = Kf (AS/2Aj)Cp,max
where AS is the area on which the fountain pressures are felt.
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AS = (2Xo)(2y)
and Kf adjusts for the fact that the maximum pressure is not constant over the entire fountain area.
From figure 14:
Kf = 0.5
The fountain lift estimated by the above expression is compared with the experimental data
(obtained by integrating the pressures over the fountain area) in figure 15. The comparison shown in
figure 15(a) shows that the method predicts the data from which it was derived within about
1 percent of the thrust.
The method also predicts the single data point for the reference 1 configuration within about
1 percent of the thrust (fig. 15(b)). However, it overpredicts the fountain lift on the configuration of
reference 9. Even when the experimental values of the fountain width and pressure are used, the
fountain lift is overpredicted, indicating that the value of Kf is smaller than 0.5 for this configuration.
More data on this type of configuration will be needed to provide a basis for extending the method to
cover these configurations.
Estimation of Fountain Pitching Moment
The pitching moment contribution of the fountain lift of a two-jet configuration with equal thrust
on both jets would be expected to be zero (the pressure distribution would be expected to be sym-
metrical between the jets). However, the data show that for the delta-wing and wing-body configura-
tions the fountain is shifted aft, resulting in a small nose-down moment. Apparently, the greater
suckdown experienced aft (larger suckdown area) shifts the fountain aft. The pitching moment
increment due to the fountain is plotted against the fountain lift (both determined from integration of
the fountain pressure distribution) in figure 16. These data indicate that the effective arm at which
the fountain lift is acting can be approximated by
Xf/d e = 0.2(1 - (S'r/S' f ))
The increment of pitching moment due to the fountain is then given by
AMf/Td c = (ALf)/T)(Xf/d c)
SUCKDOWN
The wall jets flowing outward from the impingement points of the jets and the vortex-like flows
between the fountain and the jets induce suction pressures over most of the lower surface. These
suction pressures reach a peak under the vortex-like flows between the jets and the fountain.
In thepresentmethodthesuckdownassociatedwith theforwardjet andtheaftjet areestimated
separatelysotheycanbeusedin estimatingthemoments.It is assumedthatthesuckdowndueto
thesepressurescanbeestimatedby aprocesssimilarto thatusedfor estimatingthefountainlift.
Thatis, thesuckdownis theproductof theminimumpressuremultipliedby (1) theareainvolved
and(2) afactorto accountfor thefactthatthepressureis notuniformovertheareainvolved.Thus,
ALs= Ks(Cp,min- Cp,**)(S'-AS/2)/2Aj
Maximum Suckdown Pressure
The most negative pressures are induced adjacent to the fountain under the vortex-like flow
between the fountain and the jets. Figure 17 presents the peak negative pressures as a function of
Yen's height parameter. Because the lift loss induced out of ground effect is estimated (and included
in the method) as a separate increment, the average pressure induced out of ground effect (Cp**)
has been subtracted from the pressure distributions induced in ground effect.
Figure 17 shows that the magnitude of the peak suction pressure is a function of height and the
amount of surface area surrounding the jet. The data currently available indicate that the peak suction
pressure can be estimated by
Cp,mi n - Cp,_o = --0.7 l(e/d) -2 (S'/Aj)0.25 (e/(e + h)) 3"5
This expression includes a term (e/d) -2 which was introduced to account for jet spacing (as was
included in the expression for fountain pressure) to incorporate the configurations of references 1
and 9. Figure 17(d) indicates good agreement with these data.
Estimate of Suckdown
If the pressure over the suckdown region were constant at the level of the maximum suckdown
pressure, the suckdown would be simply the pressure increment multiplied by the area. In reality the
pressure peaks under the vortex-like flow between the jet and the fountain and drops off rapidly
toward the fountain and toward the edges of the configuration. A factor Ks is introduced to account
for the nonuniform pressure distribution.
The shape factor for the fountain lift Kf was found to be a constant with a value of 0.5. For the
suckdown, however, the shape factor Ks was found to be a function of several variables. It was
found that that the ratio of the area under the vortex-like flow between the fountain and the jet (Sv) to
the area outboard of the jet (Ss) was a primary parameter. In the present method the shape factor for
the suckdown region is defined as
Ks = 0. l(S v/Ss )0.55 (e/d)2 (NPR)"0"I 2 (h/d e )exp
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wheretheexponentis definedas
exp= (1.3(Sv/Ss)-'0"25_ 1)
Theareaunderthevortex-likeflow betweenthefountainandthejet (Sv)(fig. 10)varieswith
heightbecausethewidthof thefountainregionexpandswith increasingheight.This areais calcu-
latedby
Sv = S' - Ss - AS/2
In the present method the suckdown associated with each jet is calculated separately so that it can
be used in calculating the ground-effect-induced pitching moments. The estimated suckdown calcu-
lated by the above method is compared with the suckdown increments determined from integration
of the pressure distributions for the three configurations of reference 4 in figure 18.
Estimation of Pitching Moments Associated with Suckdown
As indicated above, the present method assumes that the moments can be estimated by multiply-
ing the estimated suckdown by the effective arm at which the suckdown acts. To determine the
effective arm the moments are plotted against the suckdown as shown in figure 19 (both moments
and suckdown were determined by integration of the appropriate pressure distribution). It was found
that at the lower lift and moment combinations (greater heights--approaching out of ground effect)
the effective arm was the distance from the moment reference point to the center of area aft (or for-
ward) of the moment reference point. As the ground is approached the suckdown and moment both
increase but at different rates and the effective arm is reduced. This is to be expected as the pressure
distribution tends to peak under the vortex like flow between the fountain and the jet. As shown in
figure 19, the factor that accounts for this reduction in the effective arm is proportional to the
suckdown and is given by
Km,s = 1 + 0.8(ALs - AI.**)/T
and the pitching moment associated with each suckdown area is given by
(AMs - AM**)/Tde = Km,s ((ALs - AL**)/T)(X/de)
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATES WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Estimates made by the present method and by the method of reference 2 are compared with
experimental data in figures 20-24. In general the present method does a good job of duplicating the
data of reference 4, which was the primary base for its development. And it does a much better job
than the method of reference 2, which overestimates both the fountain lift and the suckdown. In
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addition,thepresentmethodincludesexpressionsfor predictingthepitchingmomentswhicharenot
availablein themethodof reference2.
Thepresentmethodgrosslyoverpredictsthefountainlift and underpredicts the suckdown for the
tilt-nacelle configuration of reference 9. In this configuration the jets are external to the surface on
which the fountain and suckdown are induced, and the factors included in the method for this type of
configuration are inadequate. The old method (ref. 2) does a better job of predicting the net suck-
down for this configuration.
CONCLUSIONS
The revised method developed here for estimating the fountain lift, suckdown, net lift loss, and
associated pitching moments shows that a useful method can be developed with the approach taken.
It shows that, as suspected, the available method for estimating suckdown and fountain lift overesti-
mates these terms. This study has identified the primary factors important to generating both the
fountain lift and the suckdown.
However, in its present form the method is limited. It is limited to configurations having two cir-
cular jets of equal thrust issuing from fiat planforms. A factor to account for the effect of jet spacing
is included but is based on very limited data.
Additional pressure distribution data of the type used here should be obtained so that the method
can be extended to other jet spacings of 2-, 3-, and 4-jet configurations. The data base should also be
expanded to include the effects of wing height, rectangular jets, and differential thrust.
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Table 1. Geometric characteristics of configurations
Configuration Delta wing Wing-body Body alone Circular disc Tilt nacelle
Reference 4 4 4 1 9
Span, width ft 1.67 1.67 0.333 1.5 19.6
Length ft 2.83 2.83 2.83 1.5 6.17
d ft 0.103 0.103 0.103 0.104 3
de ft 0.145 0.145 0.145 0.148 4.24
y ft 0.480 0.544 0.166 0.75 9.8
e/d 5.98 5.98 5.98 3.5 1.94
S/Aj 155.7 105.2 50.5 104 7.4
S'f/Aj 41.2 33 23 52 3.7
S'r/Aj 114 72 27 52 3.7
Ss,f/Aj 13.3 10.8 10.8 m
Ss,r/Aj 71.1 15.8 15 --
w/e 1 1 1 1 0.527
X f/de 2.93 3.08 3.96 _
Xr/de -5.39 -3.25 -4.67 w m
X**/de -3.66 -1.71 -0.72 m
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Figure 1. Fountain flow generated between a pair of jets.
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Figure 2. Flow field and induced pressures observed in reference 1.
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Figure 22. Comparison of estimates with data for body-alone configuration of reference 4.
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